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Abstract: Access management mechanisms shield sensitive info from unauthorized users. 

However, once sensitive info is shared and a Privacy Protection Mechanism (PPM) isn't in situ, 

a certified user will still compromise the privacy of an individual leading to identity revealing. A 

PPM will use suppression and generalization of relative information to anonymize and satisfy 

privacy requirements, e.g., k-anonymity and l-diversity, against identity and attribute revealing. 

However, privacy is achieved at the value of precision of licensed info. during this paper, we 

tend to propose AN accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving access management framework. 

The access management policies outline choice predicates on the market to roles whereas the 

privacy demand is to satisfy the k-anonymity or l-diversity. a further constraint that must be glad 

by the PPM is that the inexactness certain for every choice predicate. The techniques for 

workload-aware anonymization for choice predicates are mentioned within the literature. 

However, to the simplest of our information, the matter of satisfying the accuracy constraints for 

multiple roles has not been studied before. In our formulation of the aforesaid drawback, we 

tend to propose heuristics for anonymization algorithms and show through empirical 

observation that the projected approach satisfies inexactness bounds for additional permissions 

and has lower total inexactness than the present state of the art. 

 

 
Introduction: Organizations collect and 

analyze consumer data to improve their 

services. Access Control Mechanisms 

(ACM) are used to ensure that only 

authorized information is available to users. 

However, sensitive information can still be 

misused by authorized users to compromise 

the privacy of consumers. The concept of 

privacy-preservation for sensitive data can 

require the enforcement of privacy policies 

or the protection against identity disclosure 

by satisfying some privacy requirements [1]. 

In this paper, we investigate privacy-

preservation from the anonymity aspect. The 

sensitive information, even after the removal 

of identifying attributes, is still susceptible 

to linking attacks by the authorized users 

[2]. This problem has been studied 

extensively in the area of micro data 

publishing[3] and privacy definitions, e.g., 

k-anonymity[2], l-diversity [4], and variance 

diversity[5]. Anonymization algorithms use 

suppression and generalization of records to 

satisfy privacy requirements with minimal 

distortion of micro data. The anonymity 

techniques can be used with an access 

control mechanism to ensure both security 

and privacy of the sensitive information. 

The privacy is achieved at the cost of 
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accuracy and imprecision is introduced in 

the authorized information under an access 

control policy. We use the concept of 

imprecision bound for each permission to 

define a threshold on the amount of 

imprecision that can be tolerated. Existing 

workloadaware anonymization techniques 

[5], [6] minimize the imprecision aggregate 

for all queries and the imprecision added to 

each permission/query in the anonymized 

micro data is not known. Making the privacy 

requirement more stringent (e.g., increasing 

the value of k or l) results in additional 

imprecision for queries. However, the 

problem of satisfying accuracy constraints 

for individual permissions in a 

policy/workload has not been studied before. 

The heuristics proposed in this paper for 

accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving 

access control are also relevant in the 

context of workload-aware anonymization. 

The anonymization for continuous data 

publishing has been studied in literature [3]. 

In this paper the focus is on a static 

relational table that is anonymized only 

once. To exemplify our approach, role-based 

access control is assumed. However, the 

concept of accuracy constraints for 

permissions can be applied to any privacy-

preserving security policy, e.g., 

discretionary access control. 

Example1(Motivating Scenario). Syndromic 

surveillance systems are used at the state 

and federal levels to detect and monitor 

threats to public health [7]. The department 

of health in a state collects the emergency 

department data (age, gender, location, time 

of arrival,symptoms, etc.) from county 

hospitals daily. Generally,each daily update 

consists of a static instance that is classified 

into syndrome categories by the department 

of health. Then, the surveillance data is 

anonymized and shared with departments of 

health at each county. An access control 

policy is given in Fig. 1 that allows the roles 

to access the tuples under the authorized 

predicate, e.g., Role CE1 can access tuples 

under Permission P1. The epidemiologists at 

the state and county level suggest 

community containment measures, e.g., 

isolation or quarantine according to the 

number of persons infected in case of a flu 

outbreak. According to the population 

density in a county, an epidemiologist can 

advise isolation if the number of persons 

reported with influenza are greater than 

1,000 and quarantine if that number is 

greater than 3,000 in a single day. The 

anonymization adds imprecision to the 

query results and the imprecision bound for 

each query ensures that the results are within 

the tolerance required. If the imprecision 

bounds are not satisfied then unnecessary 

false alarms are generated due to the high 

rate of false positives. The contributions of 

the paper are as follows. First, we formulate 

the accuracy and privacy constraints as the 

problem of k-anonymous Partitioning with 

Imprecision Bounds (k-PIB) and give 

hardness results. Second, we introduce the 

concept of accuracy-constrained privacy-

preserving access control for relational data. 

Third, we propose heuristics to approximate 

the solution of the k-PIB problem and 

conduct empirical evaluation. 

RELATED WORK 

Access management mechanisms for 

databases enable queries solely on the 

approved a part of the information [8], [10]. 

Predicate based fine-grained access 

management has more been planned, where 

user authorization is restricted to pre-defined 

predicates[11].{enforcement|social manage-

ment} of access control and privacy policies 

are studied in[23]. However, finding out the 

interaction between the access management 

mechanisms and therefore the privacy 

protection mechanisms has been missing. 

Recently, Chaudhuri et al. have studied 

access management with privacy 
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mechanisms [24]. They use the definition of 

differential privacy [25] whereby random 

noise is more to original question results to 

satisfy privacy constraints. However, they 

have not thought of the accuracy constraints 

for permissions. We define the privacy 

demand in terms of k-anonymity. It has been 

shown by Li et al.  that when sampling, k-

anonymity offers similar privacy guarantees 

as those of differential privacy. The planned 

accuracy-constrained privacy preserving 

access management framework permits the 

access management administrator to specify 

impreciseness constraints that the privacy 

protection mechanism is needed to satisfy on 

with the privacy necessities. The challenges 

of privacy-aware access management area 

unit similar to the matter of workload-aware 

anonymization. In our analysis of the 

connected work, we have a tendency to 

target query-aware anonymization. For the 

state of the art in k-anonymity techniques 

and algorithms, we have a tendency to refer 

the reader to a recent survey paper [3]. 

Workload-aware anonymization is 1
st
 

studied by LeFevre et al. [5]. they need 

planned the choice Mondrian rule, that could 

be a modification to the greedy four-

dimensional partitioning rule Mondrian [14]. 

In their rule, supported the given query-

workload, the greedy rending heuristic 

minimizes the add of impreciseness for all 

queries. Iwuchukwu and Naughton have 

planned an Rþ-tree primarily based 

associateonymization rule [6]. The authors 

illustrate by experiments that anonymized 

knowledge using biased Rþ-tree supported 

the given question employment is more 

correct for those queries than for associate 

unbiased rule.Ghinita et al. have planned 

algorithms supported space filling curves for 

k-anonymity and l-diversity . They 

additionally introduce the matter of 

accuracy-constrained anonymization for a 

given sure of acceptable data loss for every 

equivalence category . Similarly, Xiao et al.  

propose to feature noise to queries in 

keeping with the scale of the queries in a 

very given employment to satisfy 

differential privacy. However, bounds for 

question impreciseness haven't been thought 

of. The existing literature on workload-

aware anonymization has a focus to reduce 

the general impreciseness for a given set of 

queries. However, anonymization with 

imprecision constraints for individual 

queries has not been studied before. we have 

a tendency to follow the impreciseness 

definition of LeFevre et al. [5] and introduce 

the constraint of impreciseness bound for 

every question in a very given question 

employment. 

Accuracy-Constrained Privacy-Preserving 

Access Control 

 

An accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving 

access control mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 

5 (arrows represent the direction of 

information flow), is proposed. The privacy 

protection mechanism ensures that the 

privacy and accuracy goals are met before 

the sensitive data is available to the access 

control mechanism. The permissions in the 

access control policy are based on selection 

predicates on the QI attributes. The policy 

administrator defines the permissions along 

with the imprecision bound for each 

permission/query, user-to-role assignments, 

and role-topermission assignments [18]. The 

specification of the imprecision bound 

ensures that the authorized data has the 

desired level of accuracy. The imprecision 
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bound information is not shared with the 

users because knowing the imprecision 

bound can result in violating the privacy 

requirement. The privacy protection 

mechanism is required to meet the privacy 

requirement along with the imprecision 

bound for each permission. 

 

HEURISTICS FOR PARTITIONING 

 

We proposed three algorithms based on 

greedy heuristics . All three algorithms are 

based on kdtree construction [15]. Starting 

with the whole tuple space the nodes in the 

kd-tree are recursively divided till the 

partition size is between k and 2k. The leaf 

nodes of the kd-tree are the output partitions 

that are mapped to equivalence classes in the 

given table. Heuristic 1 and 2 have time 

 
 

HEURISTICS FOR PARTITIONING 

 

We proposed three algorithms based on 

greedy heuristics . All three algorithms are 

based on kdtree construction [15]. Starting 

with the whole tuple space the nodes in the 

kd-tree are recursively divided till the 

partition size is between k and 2k. The leaf 

nodes of the kd-tree are the output partitions 

that are mapped to equivalence classes in the 

given table. Heuristic 1 and 2 have time 

complexity of O(d|Q|
2
n

2
). Heuristic 3 is a 

modification over Heuristic 2 to have 

O(d|Q|nlgn) complexity, which is same as 

that of TDSM. The proposed query cut can 

also be used to split partitions using bottom- 

up (R
+
-tree) techniques [6]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

An accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving 

access management framework for relative 

information has been planned. The 

framework is a combination of access 

management and privacy protection 

mechanisms. The access management 

mechanism permits solely authorized 

question predicates on sensitive information. 

The privacy preserving module anonymizes 

the information to satisfy privacy 

requirements and inexactitude constraints on 

predicates set by the access management 

mechanism. we tend to formulate this 

interaction as the problem of k-anonymous 

Partitioning with inexactitude Bounds (k-

PIB). we tend to provide hardness results for 

the k-PIB problem and gift heuristics for 

partitioning the information to the  satisfy 

the privacy constraints and also the 

inexactitude bounds. within the current 

work, static access management . 

Anonymization for 2 attributes with distinct 

Gaussian distribution (m ¼ 50; s ¼ 10). For 

future work, we plan to extend the planned 

privacy-preserving access management to 

progressive information and cell level access 

management. 
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